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About This Game

Use your solitaire skills to build gorgeous gardens in this relaxing Card & Board game! Grab cards from the conveyor and place
them on the game board next to a card that ranks one higher or lower. Fill in the board and watch your peaceful garden bloom to

life. With fun game modes, unique power-ups, and an original storyline, Koi Solitaire is a soothing break that's full of family
fun.

- Unlimited play
- Easy to learn and enjoy
- Build gorgeous gardens!
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This second title from the Woodle Tree series feature an identical Woodle Tree and Woodle Beaver again with additional new
companions Woodle Fox and Woodle Bush. Game is now open world rather than a set of defined levels and Woodle Tree is
tasked with exploring all 8 different regions around his home, collecting berries to buy and unlock additional items, finding all
the water of life drops needed to restore life to Woodle Father and the grove of trees surrounding him and to bring an end to the
Dark Sage Tree's corruption and drying up of the land. Game remains very colourful and cute, Woodle Tree now has the ability
to perform double jumps, hang glide, activate door and elevator panels and collect water from waterfalls to give to small plant
shoots to make it grow instantly and provide elevation for Woodle Tree and his companions to reach higher areas. There are also
some new unfriendly creatures that are large and immune to Woodle Tree's leaf swing attack, although Woodle Tree and his
companions remain nimble enough to be able to easily run and jump past and outrun any pursuing creature.

Among the cons, the camera sometimes panning for no reason which can confuse the player and cause Woodle Tree to fall off a
ledge sometimes, slightly long loading time when entering any different region for the first time and Woodle Tree being skied
just for riding a wooden elevator occasionally also for no reason (I didn't know mechanical wooden elevators have turbolift
capabilities, its usually not a major problem although I have had a few instances where Woodle Tree was being skied infinitely
up above the clouds with no way to get back down. xD) Currently, there is also no obvious reward for playing the game with
local co-op or in MMO mode. It would be nice if the online MMO mode would allow character selection as a different character
and further unlockable characters if that is possible.

The game remains forgiving, with decent save checkpoints at each major section along all regions with most platform jumps or
enemy areas easy to navigate across. Collecting 10000 berries needed to unlock an achievement and purchase the most
expensive item will take considerably longer than in the first Woodle Tree. At the time of this review, it will take approximately
10-20 hours to find all the water of life drops, win over the Dark Sage Tree and collect all 10000 berries needed for all
achievements in this game.. The Clockwork Man is an engaging and beautiful steam-punk puzzle game. Great for casual and
serious gamers alike.. Don't let the art work trick you into thinking this game isn't worth the money because I have had a blast
with it. The artwork grows on you and th gameplay is just ridiculous, but it is so enjoyable! Also, I would highly suggest playing
with a friend because the game can be quite hard :-)

Looking forward to playing the game some more, if you want some gameplay footage, I have started a Let's Play and added my
video to Steam. It's hard to search on YouTube because apparently Metallica has a song named Disposable Heroes...

Enjoy it!. Funky, cute little game with good communication required to solve puzzles. Works seamlessly from start up. Jumping
mechanics need a little bit of refinement but overall nothing that couldn't be dealt with.

Awesome to see more games that let VR players play with non-VR players. More please!. glitchy as fu**. a cheaper timberman.
Lots of potential with an integrated map editor and solid multiplayer. It was good fun amongst friends. Seems to be frequently
updated with bug fixes and new content on the regular.

It's for those who like these types of games! surely it is worth the small price of admission. yah cheapos!. This is a cute game for
kids. It's like a "My First Point and Click Adventure".. This is a very good game, it is strategic, fun, and gives you full freedom
to do what you like. I recommend this game, buy it now.
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Fox Hime Zero is a visual novel without decission making so you can just read your way through this beautiful and well-written
novel.

The music and the art are great, nicely polished and not tiresome at all. The dialogues between characters are enjoyable. The
whole plot is just so good that it amazed me, hell I even cried with this and I don't cry easily. A great product overall. totally
recommended.. Tried to play this dank game, couldn't get past the first connecting screen. 10/10 would install, try and uninstall
agian.. great game, hopefully it doesnt crash anymore. Fun concept, but way too many game breaking bugs. Avoid for now.. One
of my favourites !. This game is fantastic, the combat style, the graphic, the badassery, the school days feeling and the fact that
you're almost free all around and can actually become a loser is quite hilarious lol, this game is just truly amazing, well done
Yeo!. Very good game, no bugs, no inconsistencies, nothing. Plain and clear gameplay awaits you if you read when you got text
to read to know and understand how this game works.

Okay, in the beginning you think (if you are not russian) "Bleh, it's russian, can't understand anything" but if you start the game,
there is a flag in the right under corner. Change the language there and you CAN read! :D

A simple design and still packs a punch! If you like strategy games, this little game will keep you busy without regrets!

Two platforms, one for utilities, shield, life support and the other for offensive measurements. You goal is to activate the cube,
therefor you need to destroy the four ruling empires, who protect the cube, which are in the outskirts of space.
Instead of having planets, this universe is all about platforms. So basically, this universe, everything is flat. (great for the flat
earthians)
You go from one platform to the other, gaining it's riches and resources, going to shops to aid you in certain items, going to
upgrade nodes to upgrade your buildings, repairing... Building you powerful platform that can rule this universe!

This is made by a genius, great concept, unique gameplay, short but fun! Recommendation: 100%. This is another ported game
from the "Big Fish collection" and an old one at that. This is a standard version not the extended one, which contains longer
story line. The ending for the standard version is abrupt and feels very rushed. This is another proof how some companies are
trying to generate more cash creating different versions of the same game. Why? Wouldn't be better to have a full story and
create a bonus material not relevant to the story? Anyway, when porting old games to the Steam use CE versions instead to
attract new players.
The game mechanics is similar to any other HO game, it has good interactive map, which helps a lot when the game becomes
repetitive. Some voice acting is very annoying especially those of the helpers. And they go on and on, and you can't skip them.
Some of the puzzles are too easy some are pretty illogical.
In short I would skip playing these games on Steam but would rather got the web site like Big Fish where these games are
coming from. You might even get a better deal there.. A simple platformer. The game is i think about you trying to save your
neanderthal wife and you lose life energy every second so you have to keep moving and it makes the game so exciting that i
can't sit still....
There are really not a lot to this game. The combat system is boring, the movement is really dull and slow and there are nothing
to keep you interested and no reason of why you should keep going. The only thing you have is some 5 second cutscene and now
you have to play the same levels with small variations over and over for no reason. Some might find this game fun or interesting
but there is really nothing that is hooking me or wanting me to play this game.. Good game! ;D
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